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Cultural Crossroads of Morocco: Islamic and Jewish Heritage
April 22-May 8 and October 4-20, 2023

Apr 22/Oct 4 Day 1: Arrive Marrakech / Riad Les Sources Berbères
You will be met at the airport and transferred to the hotel.
The rest of day/evening is free to rest.
Apr 23/Oct 5 Day 2: Marrakech Full Day Tour / Riad Les Sources Berbères (B,L)
Today we set off on a guided walking tour to explore a city that has for centuries been a meeting
place for the mountain Berbers and the desert peoples of the south. Our riad is located in the old
medina from which all the monuments and historic sites are accessible by foot.
Like many North African towns, Marrakech (aka “the Red City”) is divided into two distinct parts, the
Gueliz (the modern French-built city) and the Medina (the Old City).

Founded in 1070-1072 by the Almoravids (1056-1147), capital of the Almohads (1147-1269),
Marrakesh Medina was, for a long time, a major political, economic and cultural center of the western
Muslim world, reigning in North Africa and Andalusia.
We’ll see vast monuments dating back to that period including the Koutoubia Mosque, famed for its’
minaret of 77 metres, an essential monument of Muslim architecture, one of the important
landmarks of the urban landscape and the symbol of the city and the Kasbah, its’ ramparts,
monumental gates and gardens.
Koutoubia Mosque, the largest mosque in Marrakech has inspired other buildings such as the Hassan
Tower of Rabat (entrance for Muslims only).
Later, the town welcomed other marvels, such as les Saâdians Tombs, the Badiâ (Bahia) Palace, the
Ben Youssef Merdersa, and large residences.
The fascinating Saâdians Tombs date back to the time of Sultan Ahmed al-Mansur who reigned from
1578 to 1603. These remarkable tombs are renowned for their beauty, in particular their steles and
stucco-work.
The Bahia Palace was built to be the most impressive palace of its time, capturing the essence of both
Islamic and Moroccan style.
We then visit one of the synagogues of the mellah (Jewish Quarter), the Salat el Alzama, built at the
turn of the century. Strikingly, it is one of a series of buildings constructed around a large, welltended central courtyard. The eastern side was embellished by a gallery (ezrat nashim) for women in
2011, an innovation in Morocco, where women traditionally remained at the entrance to the
synagogue or in a separate room. The original wooden movable lectern has been replaced by one of
marble along the eastern wall. Sketches made in the 1950s by the architect Ya'acov Pinkerfeld made
it clear that the women's gallery did not exist at that time and that four pillars divided the interior
into two naves. The walls are painted in blue and white.
On the floor above the Alzama synagogue is a Talmud Torah School, a soup kitchen and the
community center. There is a local legend that the synagogue was built during the Second Temple
period by Jews who had never lived in Eretz-Israel and had not witnessed the destruction of the
Temple. Hence they were not bound by the same rituals and prohibitions as other Jews and ate meat
during the period of mourning from the 17th of Tammuz to the 9th of Av (the day on which both the
first and second Temples were said to have been destroyed).
We’ll enjoy lunch at restaurant Albaraka Medina Marrakech.
This afternoon, we’ll explore Jamaâ El Fna Square, where the town becomes a maze of bustling
bazaars, palaces and mosques. Time to browse the labyrinth of the souks off Djemaa el Fna and try
some bartering techniques or simply enjoy a freshly squeezed orange juice in one of the many coffee
bars overlooking the square.
Jamaâ El Fna Square, inscribed on the representative list of Intangible Cultural Heritage, is a true
open-air theatre that always amazes visitors. Due to its still protected, original and well preserved
conception, its construction materials and decoration continue to be in constant use, and its natural
environment (notably the Gardens of Aguedal, Ménara and the Palm Grove (aka Palmeraie) - the
plantation attributed to the Almoravids), illustrate its Outstanding Universal Value.
There are many narrow winding streets that lead from the square to the souqs. It is suggested to stay
close together with our guide so you can ask for assistance if needed. You can return to the hotel as
you wish or remain to have dinner at one of the open-air food stalls.

In the evening musicians, acrobats and various entertainers perform in the streets. When standing
among the crowd watching a performance, beware that pickpockets and scam artists operate in this
area. Do not accept any “presents.” Do not wear watches or expensive jewelry or carry a large sum of
cash. Try to stand together as a group; especially the women in our group should not stand alone.
Apr 24/Oct 6 Day 3: Marrakech-Day excursion to The Ourika Valley/Riad Les Sources Berbères (B,L)
The green valley of the Ourika River lies just 38 kms (45 min drive) from Marrakesh. From its small
beginnings in Berber country, it streams down the slopes of the Atlas Mountains, between the
Tlemcen peak and the Timeskar plateau. The green landscape of this valley and the lazy meandering
torrent of the river, combined with the small red adobe Berber villages hanging on the slopes, will
enchant you.
We can visit a local country market, held every Monday and Friday, where butchers and barbers,
vegetables, cereals and olive oil sellers, blacksmiths and medicine-men gather under canvas & reed
shelters, along with a number of small restaurants scattered around in the open air. Then, as we
round the bend in the road, the potters’ village appears, where you can view colorful plates, saladbowls, flower vases and lamps in both traditional and modern styles; also for sale are collections of
precious minerals: quartz, amethyst, and many other rocks that are found in this area.
This excursion includes a savory lunch at Restaurant Chez Larbi. Return to Marrakech in late
afternoon. The round trip excursion will be 120kms/75 miles.
This evening, an option to return to the Djamaa el Fna, as Marrakech revolves around the open-air
central square. With the food stalls, snake charmers, water-sellers and acrobats, it is a place of
nighttime entertainment for both local people and tourists.
Apr 25/Oct 7 Day 4: Marrakech-Atlas Mountains-Quarzazate-Skoura /Ksar El Kebbaba (B,L,D)
(240 km/ 4.5 hr drive) Early morning, departure towards the pass of Tizi n’Tichka (2260m), the
highest road pass in Morocco. Through panoramic and imposing landscape: oak and pine forests,
several beautiful Berber villages shining on the cliffs, as you reach the south side of the Atlas the
landscape changes dramatically and becoming semi-arid.
We visit the UNESCO Site of Ait Ben Haddou, a well-preserved Kasbah that has been used as a
backdrop for many Hollywood blockbusters. It was one of the important fortress strongholds on the
old Salt Road Caravan Routes, where traders brought slaves, gold and, ivory and salt from subSaharan Africa to Marrakech and beyond.
We also visit the cinema studios of Ouarzazate, the Hollywood of the Atlas. Lunch at a local
restaurant.
After lunch, we take the road of a thousand Kasbahs, where each of the oasis towns can boast their
own distinctive character, the mud and straw structures becoming more plentiful and more ornate as
we progress along the valleys. We overnight at the oasis of Skoura.
Apr 26/Oct 8 Day 5: Skoura / Ksar El Kebbaba (B, L if participating in cooking lesson, D)
Optional Morning activity: go with our host Mohammed to the local market and buy the ingredients
for our lunch cooking class. Today you will learn to cook a real Moroccan meal (bread, Tajine, salads)
in the finest homemade tradition. You will construct your own dishes that you enjoy in a relaxing
atmosphere at the beautiful garden around the pool. Not interested in cooking? Relax and enjoy the
hotel amenities!
In the afternoon, we all enjoy a pleasant walk through the green fields and palmary, meeting with the
local farmers and kids. You will also have the chance to visit a local NGO aiming for the development

of the village of Elkebbaba ELkhamsa (goals to build a village nursery, women cooperative,
environmental protection projects).
Apr 27/Oct 9 Day 6: Rose Valley - Todra Gordes – Merzougha (324 km/approx. 5 hr drive)/ Riad
Madu (B,L,D)
This morning we drive through the fascinating Rose Valley. Kelaat M’Gouna, the capital of Rose
Valley, where the flower is grown, distilled and especially celebrated every spring during a famous
Moussem, an important festival since rose water has an important place in Moroccan culture, it is
offered to guests before meals as a symbol of hospitality.
We continue our drive to the marvelous Valley of Toudgha, a lush green oasis running a long deep
valley inhabited all along by a Berber population in Kasbahs and nicely designed villages. We take a
walk on the palm groves and the spectacular gorge.
In Tinghir, we join a local family for lunch and learn about the Berber culture and traditions.
After lunch, we continue to Ziz Valley dotted with palm trees, fortified villages, and Berber farming
communities.
In the village of Elkhorbat, we visit the Berber Museum opened in 2002. The Oasis Museum occupies
a group of three restored houses inside the Ksar El Khorbat Oujdid and it exposes Antiquities and
objects of traditional use, 49 explaining color photographs, 33 historic photographs, 17 maps and
sketches, 14 scale models and reproduction. After the visit, we enjoy a mint tea inside the palmary.
Passing by Erfoud known for fossils and the quality of its dates, our adventure continues through arid
desert plains that lead us to Merzouga. We will transfer by jeeps to reach our luxury camp of Bedouin
tents, nestled in between the sand dunes.
Optional short (20-30 minutes) camel ride or take a walk along the rim of the sand dunes as the sun
begins to set. Later this evening you will be served a traditional meal then music and dancing around
the campfire under the tarry sky of South Morocco.
Ap 28/Oct 10: Merzougha-Middle Atlas-Ziz Valley–Fes (466 km/approx. 7 hrs) Riad Salam (B, L)
The journey to Fès takes us across the Middle Atlas. We’ll pass the beautiful Ziz Valley as well as
other small villages with magnificent mud houses.
We stop mid-way for lunch at Kasbah Asmaa Midelt.
The road then winds up into the spectacular mountains before we reach Fes, the spiritual capital of
Morocco. A descendant of Hassan, the grandson of the Prophet, established his own rule among the
Berbers with his capital in Fez, which has remained ever since the heart of North African Islam.
Apr 29/Oct 11 Day 8: Fes / Riad Salam (B, L)
The whole day will be devoted to an in depth visit of Fes, which dates back to the 9th century. We
visit the Old Medina, Fes el Bali, and its small winding and paved alleys. We see the old Koranic Bou
Inania Madrassa, the Quaraouyine Mosque (from the outside only), the Shrine of Moulay Idriss II,
founder of the city, Nejjarine (wood products) and Seffarine (copper products) squares and the huge
doors of the Royal Palace.
Special Moroccan lunch at Restaurant la Medina, in the medina.
Apr 30/Oct 12 Day 9: Fes / Riad Salam (B, L)

Meet the Berbers--the indigenous people. The Berbers were once described as colorful people who
like spangles and bright colors and the women had different tribal tattoo markings on their faces. It is
rare to see this any more today. Sometimes the elderly women still have the tattoos. We will first
drive to the small village of Bhalil, where nomadic Berbers lived in caves while searching for herbs to
feed their livestock. The village was founded in the 14th century by two or three Berber families who
decided to settle in the caves permanently. We will meet one family and be invited to tea inside their
cave.

Lunch at El Blida Restaurant.
Next we’ll visit the picturesque ancient Jewish city Sefrou on the return. Sefrou once contained
Morocco’s largest Jewish community. This city predates Fes by a thousand years. It has played a large
role in antiquity as the last stop of sub-Saharan caravans transporting goods for the European
markets. We will then visit the shrine of Sidi Lahcen Al Yussi, a well venerated Sufi master considered
to be the custodian of this ancient outpost. The majority of Jews only started leaving for Israel in the
1960s following the Six Day War. The Sefrou medina is compact and easy to maneuver around
(compared to Fes). We’ll visit the mellah (Jewish quarters) inside the medina.
May 1/Oct 13: Fes –Meknes–Volublis-Chefchaquen (200 km/ approx. 4 hrs)/Hotel Ryad Lina (B, L)
Today we travel to Meknès, originally known as Miknasa after the Berber tribe who settled here in
the 10th century. We enjoy a guided tour of the major highlights of Meknes, including the old
granaries of the Heri Es-Souni and the Mausoleum of Moulay Ismail; we also visit the Bab el Khmis
Gate and walk through the city’s spectacular centerpiece, the Bab Mansour and Place el Hedim.
Then we continue to the holy town of Moulay Idriss Zerhoune, which holds a special place in the
hearts of the Moroccan people. It was here that Moulay Idriss I arrived in 789, bringing with him the

religion of Islam, and starting a new dynasty. In addition to founding the town named after him, he
also initiated construction of Fez, continued later by his son, Moulay Idriss II, It is said in Morocco
that six pilgrimages to Moulay Idriss during the annual festival honoring the saint is equivalent to
one Haj to Mecca. Also of note is the round minaret at another mosque in town, the only one in
Morocco. Lunch in a local restaurant at Moulay Idriss
Next is a visit to Volubilis, the largest and best preserved Roman archaeological site in Morocco with
well-preserved floor mosaics (UNESCO World Cultural Heritage).
In the late afternoon we reach Chefchaouen, the "blue" city in the green mountains. Stroll through the
narrow streets of the old town of Chefchaouen and enjoy the combination of the Andalusian flair and
oriental tradition, created by the many Muslims who were driven out from Andalusia. The Tarik-BenZiad mosque with its octagonal minaret is particularly noteworthy.
We’ll enjoy a casual walk in the medina.
May 2/Oct 14 Day 11: Chefchaquen – Rabat (335 km/4.5 hrs) / Hotel Riad Dar Zouhour (B, L)
This morning some independent time to again enjoy strolling about the city.
In late morning we depart to Rabat, the capital of Morocco. Lunch on arrival and then tour of the
historical monuments of the capital.
We start with the Kasbah des Oudayas (old royal residence) with its gardens of Moorish style,
overlooking the mouth of the Bou Regreg River and the Atlantic Ocean.
The main entry is the Almohad Gate of Bab Oudaia, built in 1195. Inside are winding narrow streets
of faded colors and rich textures. Most of the houses here were built by Muslim refugees from Spain.
There are great views over the estuary and across to Salé from the viewing platform. Next to the
viewing platform is one of the oldest mosques in Rabat, built in the 12th century and restored in the
18th century.
Next we visit to the mausoleum of the late King Mohammed V, a jewel of Hispano-Moorish
architecture, then Hassan II and the Hassan Tower.
May 3/Oct 15 Day 12: Rabat / Hotel Riad Dar Zouhour (B, L)
This morning we visit the Center for Cross-Cultural Learning. Possibility to meet the director if she is
available.
About Center for Cross-Cultural Learning (CCCL)-organizes a variety of cultural and educational
activities which include language courses, seminars and lecture series on Moroccan society and Arab and
Islamic cultures, artistic shows and performances and educational excursions in different parts of
Morocco. The aim of these activities is to provide participants with the opportunity to learn from the
richness of cultural diversity in Morocco and to develop approaches to the understanding and the
appreciation of cultural differences. CCCL is a private institution run by Moroccan academics with years
of experience in cross-cultural education. http://www.cccl-ma.com/CCCL/cccl.asp
Afterwards, visit the Necropolis of Chellah, built by the Merenids in the 13th century. The site is
surrounded by walls and exudes a serene beauty. We walk down a path past olive, fig, orange and
banana trees, all teaming with birds perched atop. Paths lead through the ruins of a triple arched
entry and past the ruins of Jupiter Temple. There are a series of baths and the Pool of Nympheé, a
system of water distribution and beyond the baths and the Islamic complex topped by dozens of
storks’ nests.
Lunch at Restaurant el-Bahia, built in a wall of the Medina

This afternoon, an excursion to Salé -the sister city across the river which used to be a stronghold for
sea pirates and is now famous for the pottery center in the village Oulja. The pottery center is very
modern and commercialized although the quality is quite good; the Old Medina--here you will see
many souks (traditional street markets).
May 4/Oct 16 Day 13: Rabat- Casablanca – El Jadida (187 km/ 2 hrs) / Riad Soleil D’Orient (B,L)
This morning we drive one hour to Casablanca, the economic capital of the kingdom. We drive along
the beautiful Ain Diab Corniche lined with restaurants and swimming pools, then tour the Hassan II
Mosque; the largest mosque in Morocco and the third largest mosque in the world. It stands on a
promontory looking out to the Atlantic, which can be seen through a gigantic glass floor, its minaret
is the world's tallest at 210 meters (689 ft).
We also visit the Place des Nations Unis and Habous Quarter.
Lunch at Le Petit Rocher.
In the afternoon, we drive one hour to the Portuguese City of Mazagan (El Jadida), a port city on the
Atlantic coast which was seized in 1502 and subsequently ruled by the Portuguese until 1769. It has
been acknowledged for its interchange of influences between European and Moroccan cultures.
May 5/Oct 17 Day 14: El Jadida – Essaouiria / Riad Palais des Remparts (B,L)
This morning we depart at 9 am and drive approx. 4 hrs to the charming artist colony that boasts
lovely white-washed and blue-shuttered houses, colonnades, thuya wood workshops, art galleries,
and mouthwatering seafood.
We’ll stop for lunch in the city of Safi.
The medina of Essaouira is a UNESCO World Heritage listed city, as an example of a late-18th century
fortified town. Take a stroll along the town’s sunlit pedestrian main square, Place Prince Moulay el
Hassan and the Skala du Port, the fishing harbor, offering breathtaking views of the Portuguese
ramparts. Stop by the fish market. Visit the jewelry market and the cooperative of Thuya wood.
Thuya is a wood that is indigenous to Essaouira and is unique for its earthy, menthol, and woody
smell. Visit Orson Welles Square.
We’ll visit Jewish Essaouira: the Chaim Pinto Synagogue and Mellah.
May 6/Oct 18 Day 15: Essouira Riad Palais des Remparts (B)
Independent day to soak up the ambiance, relax, enjoy hotel facilities and stroll the medina.
May 7/Oct 19 Day 16: Drive to Marrakech (180 km/ 3 hrs) (B,L)
We’ll depart in the morning back to Marrakech, on the way we stop after 22 km to visit a local
women’s argan oil cooperative. Argan oil has been produced by the locals for centuries, yet remained
a well-kept secret known only to the indigenous in Morocco (until recent years) and still is used for
domestic purposes in all Morocco for traditional and modern cuisine, cosmetics and traditional
medicine.
Then we’ll drive about 20 minutes further to the Vineyard Val D’Argan. Wine has a long history in
Morocco, but large-scale cultivation only really arrived with the French colonists 100 years ago. This
vineyard, Les Domaines du Val d'Argan, is the smallest in Morocco and the only one in the south. It
was founded by a Frenchman 17 years ago. We’ll have lunch here after touring the vineyard.

Afterwards, a 2-hour drive, reaching Marrakech in the late afternoon and free time.
May 8/Oct 20 Day 17: Depart
Transfer to the airport.
Prices: $4490 per person, based on min 4 people; Single Room Supplement: $1200.
Extra night in Marrakech: $65 per person share, $124 single room
Airport Transfers outside tour dates: $36 per car.
Includes:
Accommodations (based on availability) with daily breakfast
Marrakech: Riad Les Sources Berberes http://riadlessourcesberberes.com/en/
Located in the old medina only few steps from the main monuments, souks and restaurants.
Skoura: Ksar El Kebbaba, standard rooms. http://www.ksar-elkabbaba.com/en/
Option for superior rooms: additional cost $80 per person sharing; $123 single room for both nights
Merzougha: Luxury Camp Bouchedor http://www.desertcampbouchedor.com/web/en/home/
tents with beds, en-suite bathroom, western facilities and hot water showers.
Fes: Riad Salam www.riadsalamfes.com located in a quiet corner of the medina
Chefchaouen: Lina Ryad http://www.linaryad.com/
Rabat: Riad Dar Zouhour http://darzouhour.com/
El Jadida: Riad Soleil D’Orient https://www.riadsoleildorient.net/index.php
Essaouira: Riad Palais des Remparts http://palais-desremparts.com
Arrival and departure airport transfers on the tour dates
Transport by 18 seat mini bus
Accompanying tour leader/ guide throughout
Additional local city guides in Marrakech, Rabat, Volubilis, Meknes, Fes
All entrance fees
Meals: 14 lunches, 3 dinners
Bottled water in the vehicle during drives (1 litre per person per day)
Does Not Include: International flight, trip cancellation/travel insurance, beverages even when
meals are included, tips to driver and guides.

